Scheduling theory holds great promise as a means to a priori validate timing correctness of real-time applications. However, there currently exists a wide gap between scheduling theory and its implementation in operating system kernels running on specic hardware platforms. The implementation of any particular scheduling algorithm introduces overhead and blocking components which must be accounted for in the timing correctness validation process. This paper presents a methodology for incorporating the costs of scheduler implementation within the context of xed priority scheduling algorithms. Both event-driven and timerdriven scheduling implementations are analyzed. We show that for the timer-driven scheduling implementations the selection of the timer interrupt rate can dramatically aect the schedulability of a task set, and we present a method for determining the optimal timer rate. We analyzed both randomly generated and two well dened task sets and found that their schedulability can be signicantly degraded by the implementation costs. Task sets that have ideal breakdown utilization over 90% may not even be schedulable when the implementation costs are considered. This work provides a rst step towards bridging the gap between realtime scheduling theory and implementation realities. This gap must be bridged for any meaningful validation of timing correctness properties of real-time applications.
I. Introduction
Real-time computer systems are used to monitor and control physical processes. Unlike general purpose computer systems, the dynamics of the underlying physical process place explicit timing requirements on individual tasks which must be met in order to insure the correctness and safety of the real-time system. Historically, hand-crafted techniques were used to insure the timing correctness by statically binding task executions to xed slots via timelines. This ad hoc approach tended to result in brittle systems which were not only expensive to develop, but also extremely dicult and costly to upgrade and maintain. Recent advances in real-time scheduling theory by [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] and others have developed algorithmic scheduling solutions for real-time computing that guarantee individual task execution times in multi-tasking, interrupt driven environments. Unlike earlier timeline scheduling approaches, the scheduling theory ensures the timing correctness of real-time tasks without the costly handcrafting and exhaustive testing associated with the use of timelines. However, there currently exists a wide gap between This research is supported in part by grants from the Oce of Naval Research and the Naval Ocean Systems Center under contract N00014-91-J-1304 scheduling theory and its implementation in operating system kernels running on specic hardware platforms. This work provides a rst step towards bridging the gap between real-time scheduling theory and implementation realities. This gap must be bridged for any meaningful validation of timing correctness properties of real-time applications. This paper will take into account the costs of the kernel scheduling mechanisms, which in turn are a function of the underlying hardware support. We dene the kernel costs as either overhead or blocking.
Overhead is the time spent in the kernel performing a service on behalf of a specic task, such as invoking or terminating it.
Blocking, or priority inversion, is time spent, either in the kernel or in an application task, when a higher priority task is prevented from running. Blocking degrades the schedulability (the test of whether a task set is schedulable, or whether or not it meets its deadlines) of real-time tasks sets. Through understanding of the overhead and blocking costs of a given scheduler implementation, we extend the xed priority scheduling equations [11, 12] to provide more realistic bounds for the schedulability of the system. Using this more realistic schedulability test, we can in turn engineer the design of the scheduler by minimizing the costs associated with overhead and blocking.
We will use the following notation throughout.
A task set consists of n periodic tasks, 1 ; 1 1 1; n . Each task i has a period T i , a deadline D i , where D i T i , a worst case execution time C i , a xed priority P i , and a phase I i .
For two tasks i ; j , with priorities P i ; P j , if the priority of task i is higher than that of task j , then i < j (and P i > P j ).
Liu and Layland's [1] , and Lehoczky, Sha, and Ding's [2] work in xed priority scheduling was constrained by the following assumptions:
A1: Requests for all tasks are periodic with worst case, known processing times, and jobs are ready at the beginning of the period.
A2: Each task must complete before the next request occurs; thus task deadlines are at the end of that task's period.
A3: Tasks are independent, do not synchronize or block each other, and do not suspend themselves.
A4: The cost of preemption, including interrupt han-dling, scheduling, context swapping, etc., is assumed to be zero. We will be releasing assumption A4 in this paper, to take into account the overhead and blocking components introduced by the kernel scheduler. The mathematical scheduling framework used in this paper is an extension of earlier work from Lehoczky, Sha and Ding [2] , which expands on the work of Liu and Layland [1] . They provided a necessary and sucient condition for schedulability. We next summarize previous results from [2, 13] that we will build upon:
Result 1: The longest response time for any task i occurs at a critical instant, the situation in which I i = 0; 1 i n. Result 2: All task deadlines will be met using a xed priority scheduling algorithm if the rst request for each task meets its deadline under critical instant phasing, I i = 0; 1 i n. Note, in the above equation, we evaluate each task i over its period, but only up to its deadline. The summation of the workload is evaluated at every point. If the minimum value of the workload normalized by the time is less than unity, then the task is schedulable. In practice this equation is easily evaluated using an iterative technique found in [14] . The theoretical scheduling tests can handle deadlines less or equal to periods. However, we limit the scope of the analytical results in this paper to periodic task sets with all deadlines equal to period. Aperiodic tasks, dened by strict response time requirements but stochastic arrival rates, have been included in the periodic analysis framework through the use of periodic servers [9, 13] . These are not included in this analysis, but will fall directly under the same methodology. Likewise, accounting for synchronization between tasks is a well understood problem [3] but is also not accounted for here. Our analysis is applicable to any xed priority scheduling algorithm. However, all quantitative results are obtained using Rate Monotonic priority assignment. Rate Monotonic assigns higher priorities to tasks with shorter periods; it is an optimal xed priority scheduling algorithm [1] . We do not address dynamic priority or heuristic scheduling algorithms in this paper. However, this work is currently being extended to account for operating system costs in dynamic scheduling (earliest deadline rst) policies. Although some real-time systems have been implemented on multi-processors, in this paper we specically focus on the problem of scheduling on a uniprocessor.
We use breakdown utilization (U*) [2] as the primary gure of merit for evaluating dierent scheduling implementations. Breakdown utilization is dened as follows.
Each execution time C i in a given task set is multiplied by a constant scaling factor , while the periods remain xed.
The task set is scaled to the point at which it is just schedulable, such that any increase in would cause at least one task to miss a deadline. The utilization of the task set at that point, P
i Ci Ti , is the breakdown utilization. We scale the execution times, as opposed to the tasks' periods, since the periods are a function of the environment and the task specication, whereas the execution times are a function of the particular implementation. It is also useful if the functionality of the software is going to change over time. Though task periods will typically remain xed over time, the functionality will be enhanced; the execution times will change with each modication. The dierence between a real-time task set's utilization and its breakdown utilization can be thought of as how much room there is for error in the execution time estimates.
The framework we develop here allows us to evaluate hardware and software design decisions for real-time applications based on quantitative reasons, specically, maximizing the schedulability of the application task set. We can quantitatively reason about dierent hardware approaches, or better understand the tradeos of moving software functionality into hardware [15] and vice-versa. This methodology can be used to compare the real-time performance, in terms of schedulability, between dierent hardware or software solutions.
To correctly incorporate the costs of dierent scheduling implementations, we must fully understand the mechanisms of the operating system and the underlying hardware. Anderson, et al [16] provides an excellent look at the performance of operating systems on modern microprocessors. Processor attributes contribute to the amount of overhead and blocking that will appear in a given kernel scheduler implementation. However, we identify atomic segments of processing that occur with every context switch, interrupt, etc., and then include those segments as overhead and/or blocking costs in the extensions to the Lehoczky, Sha, and Ding equations. We have been working with several dierent operating systems to conrm the theory developed here, including Real-Time Mach [17] and Chimera II [18] , an embedded kernel for robotics applications. This paper is organized as follows. Section II rst develops extended scheduling equations for four dierent scheduling implementations. These implementations all assume a perfectly preemptable kernel, and are meant to both encompass a broad range of potential implementations and explore theoretical mechanisms for implementing a scheduler. We also present a non-preemptable scheduling implementation and show how non-preemption alters the scheduling equation. Section III compares typical systems using breakdown utilization as a metric. Breakdown utilization provides a quantitative measure of the potential schedulability of a system, in terms of task set utilization. This allows us to make quantitative tradeos in the design of schedulers so as to maximize breakdown utilization. Several dierent analytical results are presented that demonstrate the utility of this methodology. Finally, Section IV 
II. Analysis of Scheduling Implementations
In this section we develop four scheduling implementations and analyze the overhead/blocking costs that occur for each. These initial scheduling models assume a perfectly preemptable kernel, which allows us to concentrate solely on the mechanisms for implementing a scheduler. At the end of this section we show how the scheduling models change if the kernel is non-preemptable. Many modern operating systems are implemented non-preemptably to simplify the kernel.
We rst introduce generic data structures that will store the information to support scheduling. Figure 1 shows three scheduling queues: a run queue of tasks that are waiting to run, a start queue of tasks that have already run in their period and are waiting for their next period to start again, and a single active task that is currently running on the processor. We assume that the start queue is ordered by earliest deadline (next start time) and the run queue is ordered by priority. Each queue is a doubly-linked list of task control blocks (TCB), each of which contains the context of a task.
The scheduler is the segment of kernel code that manipulates these queues and implements a scheduling algorithm for assigning a task to the CPU. When the scheduler is invoked, it evaluates all the tasks in the start queue to see which if any should be moved to the run queue. The scheduler orders the tasks on the run queue and compares the head of the run queue to the active task. If the priority is higher it will invoke a context switch. The scheduler is invoked following an interrupt from either an external source or a timer. This is often referred to as a scheduling point.
Assumptions
Our initial assumptions are summarized below. 1. The interrupt handler must save some minimal register context to process an interrupt, and may also be responsible for polling for task information following the interrupt. If the scheduler decides not to preempt, the minimal register context of the interrupt process is restored, and the active task continues its execution. 2. A context switch requires saving the task context and loading the task context required for the next task. After that is completed, the active task pointer is swapped with the head of the run queue, and the new active task executes. 3. A task exit requires a trap to the kernel scheduler. The trap handling routine is responsible for restoring the TCB of the completing task on the start queue, and selecting the head of the run queue to be the active task. 4. An idle task runs at the lowest priority level when no other tasks are ready to run. The idle task is assumed to have the same amount of state as a user task, and thus requires the same amount of time to save and restore context as a user task. This facilitates the analysis, but is a pessimistic assumption because it is not necessary to save or restore the state of an idle task. 5. A task is not complete until it traps and the trap handler has completed, restoring the proper state of the TCB on the start queue. This assumption guarantees that the TCB will be in the correct state for the next invocation of that task. 6. We initially assume that the scheduler is perfectly preemptable. We will later release this assumption.
Denitions
The following general denitions apply to all of the scheduling implementations discussed below. The work performed, and thus the time for each quantity, may vary between implementations; however, we use the same terms throughout.
C int : the time to handle an interrupt. This includes saving a minimal register context necessary to process the interrupt and then invoking the scheduler.
C sched : the time to execute the scheduling code to determine the next task to run. This involves moving TCBs from the start queue to the run queue and then comparing the head of the run queue to the active task. This time varies with each implementation, but its complexity for each is bounded.
C resume : the time to return to the previously active task when a preemption does not occur. This includes the time to restore the register context saved by the interrupt handler and then return to normal execution of a task.
C store : the time to save the state of the active task to a task control block, and then perform an insertion sort of the TCB into the run queue, which is O(n).
C load : the time to load the new active task state from the run queue. In general, C load will be smaller than C store because the later requires an insertion sort into the run queue.
C trap : the time to handle the trap generated by normal completion of a task. This includes storing the TCB of that task onto the start queue (O(n)) and selecting the head of the run queue to be the next active task. We next expand on the necessary and sucient scheduling conditions developed in [2] for several dierent scheduling implementations. However, when we introduce blocking and overhead terms into scheduling equations, we are necessarily introducing worst case terms that may never occur in practice. It is important to use worst case terms to guarantee schedulability in every case, however, if the worst case overhead or blocking does not occur, a task set can have higher schedulability than predicted by our models. Therefore, the scheduling models we introduce will provide sucient conditions only. But these sucient conditions provide a much tighter, more accurate bound then the ideal theory. We will introduce four dierent generic implementations that are meant to explore a range of scheduler mechanisms.
We divide the implementations into two categories: eventdriven and timer-driven. Event-driven implementations rely on an external hardware device to generate interrupts that signal task periods. This is common for data driven applications and embedded systems. We assume that the interrupts coincide with task periods (which are frequently referred to as task arrivals.) We will discuss two types of event-driven scheduling implementations: integrated interrupt event-driven scheduling and non-integrated interrupt event-driven scheduling. Timer-driven schedulers use periodic timer interrupts from a programmable timer to allow the scheduler to run; they then use an internally maintained time value to evaluate task periods and decide when to invoke them. There are two types of timer-driven scheduling implementations: timer-driven scheduling and timer-driven scheduling with counter. Each of these implementations are described below.
Integrated Interrupt Event-Driven Scheduling
An integrated interrupt event-driven system is the rst generic event-driven system we consider. This implementation is integrated in the sense that hardware interrupt priorities are matched with the software task priorities. All tasks are initiated by external interrupts. At the beginning of a task's period, when it should initiate, an interrupt is posted to the processor, with the additional information of the task priority to which the interrupt corresponds. If the interrupt is of higher priority than the currently executing task it is taken. If it is of equal or lower priority, the interrupt remains pending and is not taken. Thus, only a higher priority interrupt will be taken and will preempt the active task. There are no priority inversions or blocking due to handling interrupts from lower priority tasks. If multiple interrupts arrive simultaneously, only the highest priority interrupt is handled and the others remain pending. Note that this requires special hardware within the processor to hold the active task's priority in a register and compare that register to the priority of highest pending interrupt. The Intel 80960/CA is currently the only commercial microprocessor of which we are aware that provides the hardware support necessary to implement this approach, although it is also possible with an external interrupt handler.
For the purposes of clarity, we rst group the overhead terms found in this implementation as follows:
C preempt = C int + C sched + C store + C load .
C exit = C trap + C load .
For this implementation, the worst case scheduling time, C sched , is bounded by O(n), for n tasks. An example of this mechanism is pictured in Figure 2 , which also includes the overhead components dened above. We now show that the overhead associated with the integrated interrupt event-driven scheduling implementation is constant, and is bound to the preempting task. This overhead is then incorporated into the Lehoczky, Sha, and Ding schedulability framework.
Lemma 1 The worst case overhead for each xed priority periodic task running under an integrated interrupt event-driven scheduling mechanism is C preempt + C exit . Proof: Assume a task i initiates at time 0. If a higher priority task j is already running, the interrupt for task i will be deferred until j , and any other pending or subsequent higher priority tasks have completed. At that point, i will preempt the active task and receive the processor. In doing so its arrival will cause interrupt handling, scheduling, active task store, and task load overhead totaling C preempt , by denition. When i completes, its departure will invoke the trap handler and will load the preempted task, causing total overhead of C exit . Thus, the total overhead for task i is C preempt +C exit . A lower priority task cannot interrupt i once it initiates, and thus will cause no overhead. Now assume a higher priority task j arrives after the interrupt for i has been accepted. There are two cases to consider. In the rst case j interrupts the normal execution of task i . In this case, the overhead associated with the initiation and completion of j is considered to be bound to j , not i . In the second case j interrupts one of the kernel routines. Again, this overhead is bound to j . But in this case, there will actually be less overhead associated with task i , because some of the processing involved in scheduling may get absorbed by the scheduling code that will run for j . Thus, in the worst case, the overhead bound to task i is C preempt + C exit .2
The following theorem presents the necessary and sucient schedulability test for this implementation under the worst case overhead conditions. Theorem 1 A task set consisting of n periodic tasks 1 ; 1 1 1; n , is schedulable under the integrated interrupt event-driven scheduling implementation of a xed priority scheduling algorithm if the following holds:
8i; 1 i n; min 0<tDi We note that the overhead associated with task i will actually be less. Task i is considered complete when the C trap is completed, and does not require the C load of the preempted task. The C exit term will only apply to preemptions due to tasks of higher priority than i . Thus the above scheduling equation is slightly pessimistic.
Non-Integrated Interrupt Event-Driven Scheduling
The non-integrated interrupt event-driven scheduling mechanism is the second generic event-driven approach considered. Like the previous approach, all tasks are initiated by external interrupts. However, in this case, the priority of the interrupt associated with a task's arrival has no correspondence to the software priority of that task, and is thus non-integrated. Every time a task arrives the current task is interrupted. If the arriving task has priority higher than the executing task, a preemption will occur as described in the previous section. If the arriving task is of equal or lower priority, it will not preempt the current task, but will still cause an interrupt requiring an interrupt service routine and scheduler execution. When the scheduler completes, processing of the current task will resume. The time required to handle interrupts due to lower priority tasks is considered a priority inversion, and is treated as blocking.
We again group terms for clarity. C exit and C preempt are unchanged from the previous implementation. C nonpreempt is the composite time taken to process an interrupt without a preemption.
C preempt = C int + C sched + C store + C load . C nonpreempt = C int + C sched + C resume .
Without loss of generality, we assume here that the sum of C store +C load is greater than C resume , so that C preempt > C nonpreempt . The scheduling time for n tasks is O(n). An example of non-integrated interrupt driven scheduling is shown in Figure 3 . We next show the worst case overhead associated with the non-integrated interrupt driven scheduling implementation. We also examine the blocking time associated with priority inversions due to interrupt handling for lower priority tasks. The overhead and blocking are then incorporated into sucient scheduling condition.
By Lemma 1 the worst case overhead for a xed priority periodic task running under a non-integrated interrupt event-driven scheduling mechanism is C preempt +C exit . The time required to handle interrupts and run the scheduler due to lower priority tasks is considered blocking time relative to a higher priority task. Therefore, to properly test for the schedulability of a given task, we must also incorporate the worst case potential blocking time into its response time, which is described by Lemma 2.
Lemma 2 Under non-integrated interrupt event-driven scheduling, the worst case blocking time for a xed priority periodic task i in an interval t due to task arrivals of equal or lower priority in a set of n tasks is P n j=i+1 d t Tj eC nonpreempt .
Proof: Assume task i (of a set of n tasks) initiates at time 0 under any xed priority ordering. Assume that a lower priority task arrival causes an interrupt, invokes the scheduler, and resumes processing of i for total blocking cost C nonpreempt . In an interval t, each lower priority task j can arrive in the worst case d t Tj e times. Therefore, the total number of lower priority task arrivals in the worst case is P n j=i+1 d t Tj e, and the lemma follows. 2
Note, that for Rate Monotonic scheduling, the period of every lower priority task must be greater than T i , the period of i . Thus in an interval t T i , the above lemma reduces to (n 0 i) 3 C nonpreempt .
We next present a theorem for determining the schedulability of a task set under the non-integrated interrupt event-driven implementation.
Theorem 2 A task set consisting of n periodic tasks i ; 1 1 1; n , is schedulable under the non-integrated interrupt event-driven implementation of any xed priority scheduling algorithm if the following conditions hold:
8i; 1 i n; min 0<tDi The previous two scheduling mechanisms were both interrupt driven systems. The timer-driven systems discussed below use interrupts from a periodic timer to interrupt execution and invoke the scheduler. At that point, the scheduler updates an internally maintained system time and evaluates the start and run queues. Operating systems typically rely on a timer, usually on the order of between 1 to 10 msecs, to interrupt the current processing and cause a scheduling evaluation.
We assume in this implementation that a timer expires every T tic seconds causing a non-maskable interrupt that forces a scheduling point. The timer interrupt is handled through an interrupt service routine that updates the processor's internal time, and then activates the scheduler.
The scheduler moves all tasks that have deadlines the current time from the start to run queue. It then decides whether or not to preempt the active task based on the priority of the task at the head of the run queue. When a task completes, a trap is generated which invokes a trap handling routine, which automatically dispatches the next task from the run queue. The scheduler cannot select a new task o of the start queue until the next timer interrupt, because the exact time is not known between timer interrupts. Because of the interrupt granularity of the timer, a high priority task can be blocked by a lower priority task. Assume that a high priority task i arrives > 0 after a low priority task j has begun executing. Then i is blocked until the next timer interrupt occurs, at which point it can receive the processor. The overhead associated with handling the timer interrupts and running the scheduler is referred to as the timer overhead. We assume that the timer overhead is constant across all timer interrupts, if a preemption does or does not occur. We introduce the term C timer to describe and group the timer overhead. C preempt and C exit are similar to the previous sections.
C timer = C int + C sched + C resume . C preempt = C store + C load . C exit = C trap + C load .
Note that the scheduling time in this case is bounded by O(n 2 ) for n tasks, because on a given timer interrupt, any number of tasks may be moved to the run queue. Figure  4 shows an example of xed priority scheduling under a timer-driven system. Lemmas describing the overhead associated with preemption, the timer overhead, and the maximum timer blocking follow. By Lemma 1 the worst case overhead for a xed priority periodic task running under a timer-driven scheduling mechanism is C preempt + C exit .
Lemma 3 The worst case timer overhead in an interval t under a timer-driven scheduling mechanism with a timer of resolution T tic is at most d t Ttic eC timer .
Proof: In any interval t, the timer will expire at most d 
Task Arrivals
Timer Interrupts Again this bound is pessimistic because task i requires only a trap, and not a context switch to the next task to be considered complete. In addition, the blocking term T tic will overlap one of the timer interrupts given critical zone phasing. Therefore, this theorem is also pessimistic in that it will count an extra C timer .
The timer resolution can be bounded based on the schedulability of the task set. As T tic becomes small, it will drive up the timer overhead due to servicing the timer interrupts and running the scheduler. If the timer is too large, the blocking time due to its resolution will similarly degrade schedulability. We introduce two corollaries to bound the timer. While the lemmas and theorem presented above for the timer-driven scheduler are valid for any xed priority scheduling assignment, the following corollary is constrained to Rate Monotonic priority assignment.
Corollary 1
The maximum timer resolution, T tic , under the Rate Monotonic scheduling policy in a timer-driven scheduling implementation, is bounded by the highest pri- The maximum value for T tic can be easily found by initially setting T tic = T 1 and then iteratively solving for the correct value of T tic . This is done by solving the right hand side of the equation and then plugging that value back in to T tic until the value stabilizes. For example, if T 1 = 40; C 1 = 25; C preempt + C trap = 2, and C timer = 1, we set T tic = 40 and the following iterations occur.
T tic 40 0 (25 + 1d 40 40 e + 2) = 12 T tic 40 0 (25 + 1d 40 12 e + 2) = 9 T tic 40 0 (25 + 1d 40 9 e + 2) = 8 T tic 40 0 (25 + 1d 40 8 e + 2) = 8 Therefore, the maximal value of T tic is 8 for this example. Corollary 2 A minimum timer bound can be found by repeated application of the equation in Theorem 3. If the task set is schedulable with some timer resolution, then as the timer resolution decreases, a lower bound is found at the point where the task set becomes unschedulable. Proof: Assume the task set is schedulable with timer resolution T tic . Decrease T tic . From the equation in Theorem 3 as T tic ! 0, the term d t Ttic eC timer ! 1 and the task set will no longer be schedulable. The point at which the task set is just schedulable will yield the minimum timer resolution. 2
Timer-Driven Scheduling with Counter
A simple optimization of the timer-driven scheduler is to maintain a counter to limit the number of scheduling points. When a scheduling point occurs, the start queue is evaluated to nd the next task deadline. The counter is then set to the number of time quantums (time tics) until that deadline. The timer interrupt service routine decrements the counter on every timer interrupt, and will only invoke the scheduler when the counter expires, which signals a task deadline. For example, assume task i is chosen to run. Assume next that task j is at the head of the start queue and its deadline is in 50 msecs. If the timer resolution is 10 msecs, the counter will be set to 5. The timer causes an interrupt every 10 msecs, but the scheduler is only invoked when the counter expires. Thus, the counter limits the scheduler to run only on timer interrupts that correspond to task arrivals. Practically, this is equivalent to merely checking the head of the start queue and invoking the scheduler only if the start time has expired for the task at the head of the queue.
The overhead and blocking terms that this implementation introduces are similar to the previous section. Scheduling points that occur due to lower priority task deadlines are now considered priority inversions, and are referred to as scheduling blocking. The blocking due to the resolution of the timer is still referred to as timer blocking. The timer overhead to handle timer interrupts is reduced to the time to handle an interrupt and resume processing. The overhead associated with a task preemption now includes time to perform context switches and scheduling, without inversion. We dene the following groupings for clarity.
C timer = C int + C resume . C preempt = C sched + C store + C load .
C nonpreempt = C sched . C exit = C trap + C load .
The complexity of the scheduling time for this implementation is bounded to O(n). An example of the timer driven with counter implementation is shown in Figure 5 . We next describe the overhead and blocking terms. By Lemma 1 the worst case overhead for a xed priority periodic task running under a timer-driven scheduling with counter mechanism is C preempt + C exit . By Lemma 3 the worst case timer overhead in an interval t for a xed priority periodic task running under a timer-driven scheduling with counter mechanism with a timer of resolution T tic is d t Ttic eC timer . By Lemma 4 the worst case timer blocking for a xed priority periodic task running under a timerdriven scheduling with counter mechanism is the timer resolution T tic .
The next lemma nds the worst case blocking due to the scheduling of lower priority tasks in response to timer interrupts.
Lemma 5 Under a xed priority timer-driven scheduling with counter implementation, the worst case scheduler blocking for a task i in a set of n tasks in an interval t with timer resolution T tic is The corollaries presented in the previous section similarly apply here, and are also constrained to Rate Monotonic scheduling. They are presented without proof. Corollary 4 A minimum timer resolution can be found by repeated application of the equation in Theorem 4. If the task set is schedulable with some timer resolution, then as the timer resolution decreases, a lower bound is found at the point where the task set becomes unschedulable.
Non-preemptable Kernels
We have introduced four dierent scheduling models to explore four dierent mechanisms for implementing the scheduler. Each of these models assumed that the scheduler was perfectly preemptable. In this section we will release assumption 6, and investigate the implications of using non-preemptable schedulers, such as Real-Time Mach [17] . Note that although we are only concerned in this paper with the scheduler, we also refer here to the design of Many kernels, particularly small embedded kernels, are implemented non-preemptably, which can greatly simplify the design. However, from a scheduling perspective, this can introduce long blocking segments while interrupts are disabled. Preemptable schedulers can reduce the length of the blocking segments, and hence improve the response time or latency to handle high priority interrupts. However, the downside of that design is that the kernel is complicated by code to save and restore kernel state and to explicitly protect critical sections, thus increasing the overhead. (Note that in a preemptable kernel it will always be necessary to disable interrupts for some critical sections that may be required to protect scheduler data structures, such as queues. However, for scheduling purposes, we will often consider these small sections negligible, and ignore the blocking eects they introduce.) Thus, there is a tradeo between kernel size and speed, and long blocking segments.
One way to implement a non-preemptable scheduler is to disable interrupts completely when entering the scheduler (or kernel.) Interrupts remain pending until execution returns to user mode, at which point they can be serviced. A second option is to allow the kernel to be interrupted, but to require that any kernel service that is already in progress be completed. The interrupt is handled with minimal processing to register the event, and the interrupted kernel service is resumed. Service for the interrupt will begin when the previous service is complete.
We next introduce scheduling models that extend the preemptable models developed in the previous sections. In general, these models are easily extended by adding in a blocking term that represents the longest non-preemptable section of the scheduler. The non-preemptable section will be added to the models as another blocking term. For this blocking segment to occur, some lower priority task must have made a request for the kernel service immediately before the beginning of the critical instant. Figure 6 illustrates this worst case, where scheduling response time is now delayed by not only the timer tic blocking but also by the non-preemptable section. This gure assumes a timer driven scheduler, and that the longest non-preemptable segment in the scheduler is C exit . It can easily be shown, similarly to Lemma 4, that the non-preemptable segment contributes a blocking term equal to the duration of the segment. Table 1 summarizes scheduling equations for non-preemptable versions of the four implementations discussed previously.
For the full kernel, a segment from some other part of the kernel, such as interprocess communication, may be very long. This can dramatically reduce the schedulability of high frequency tasks or aperiodic tasks with tight response time requirements. However, to make the kernel non-preemptable, the designer must add additional code, which will increase the base cost of all overhead routines. Thus, schedulability in general will suer. The important feature of this work is that we provide a methodology to quantitatively evaluate such tradeos, allowing the systems engineer to optimize an implementation for any given task set.
III. Analytical Results
In this section we will describe analytical results found by performing scheduling analysis on task sets using the scheduling models we have developed above. The analysis uses both randomly generated and specic task sets that have been described in the literature. We will rst explore the four dierent preemptable scheduling mechanisms to understand the dierences between them. We do not compare the preemptable and non-preemptable scheduling models here, because, since we are only considering the scheduler, the longest non-preemptable kernel segment will be small, and will not appreciably aect the schedulability of a task set.
We begin by comparing the four scheduling implementations to the ideal theoretical bound from [2] for 50 randomly generated task sets with period ratios from 1:100. The overhead terms were measured from Real-Time Mach The breakdown utilization for each task set was calculated using Rate Monotonic priority assignment. As can be seen from Figure 7 , there can be signicant degradation from the ideal schedulable utilization when the overhead and blocking of implementation is included. The number of tasks in each set varied from 5 to 80. Clearly, as the number of tasks in an application increases, the costs of queue management, interrupt handling, and scheduling quickly degrade the schedulable utilization. Note that the non-integrated interrupt implementation is not schedulable for task sets of 80 tasks, because of the cumulative blocking eect of lower priority tasks. Thus, task sets that have ideal breakdown utilization over 90% may not even be schedulable when the implementation costs are considered. Even for task sets consisting of small numbers of tasks (5 or 10), the breakdown utilization is reduced by 20% from the ideal.
The breakdown utilization for the two timer-driven implementations was calculated over a range of timer interrupt rates for each random task set. The values used as a basis for this analysis were the ones that yielded the highest breakdown utilization for a particular task set. This maximal value is considered to dene the optimal timer rate, the rate that maximizes breakdown utilization. We will discuss the implications of the optimal timer rate in more detail later in this section. The breakdown utilization of both timer-driven implementations drops greatly from the ideal bound for several reasons. In addition to adding the overhead of preemption (context switching), it drops because the timer essentially adds a highest priority periodic task with execution time equal to the timer overhead. It also adds in the blocking time of the interval between time tics, which must be accounted for to ensure proper schedulabililty. We can see that on average, the counter optimization of the nal implementation only improves the schedulability slightly. However, if the cost of scheduling is high, or the timer interrupt rate is high, the timer-driven with counter implementation will show a bigger improvement over the pure timer implementation.
These results imply that the event-driven schedulers generally outperform the timer-driven implementations. However, there are cases where the timer-driven implementations perform better. For example, we generated two task sets with n = 20, shown in Table 2 , diering only in utilization. The breakdown utilizations for these two tasks are shown in Table 3 . As can be seen, both timer implementations performed better than the event driven implementations for both task sets. Both event-driven implementations generally suer because the scheduler must be run with every interrupt. When a low priority task is the limiting task, the number of interrupts due to higher priority task arrivals will be high compared to the constant (over an interval) number of interrupts required for the timerdriven implementations. For these two task sets under the event-driven implementations, the lowest priority task will be interrupted (requiring C sched each time) 67 times. However, if the timer-driven implementations are chosen, assuming a timer interval of 2500 usecs, the scheduler will be run only 22 times. In other words, the timer-driven implementations limit the number of times the scheduler must be run in a given interval.
This analytical technique can also be used to better understand the ramications of using dierent processors for real-time applications. We compared two processors using the non-integrated interrupt driven scheduling implementation to gauge their relative performance for real-time applications. The MIPS/R2000 [20] and Cypress/SPARC [21] processors oer roughly equal application performance [16] , based on the SPECmark suite of benchmarks. We used overhead values for the two processors drawn from the relative overhead performance found in Anderson [16] . These values were inserted as the costs for the non-integrated interrupt driven implementation for 10 randomly generated task sets. For these 10 task sets, the MIPS processor averaged a schedulable utilization of 82:37%, while the Sparc had an average utilization of 77:47%. Thus, the MIPS processor, because of its superior kernel performance, will have an almost 5% advantage in schedulable utilization over the Sparc processor.
Determination of Optimal Timer Rate
We dene the optimal timer rate to be the timer interrupt rate that yields the highest breakdown utilization for a task set. We next expand on the determination of the optimal timer rate for both timer-driven implementations. We will use the avionics [22, 23] task set summarized in Task Set 1  Task Set 2  Execution Time Period Execution Time Period  100  5000  100  5000  20  6000  200  6000  30  8000  300  8000  40  10000  400  10000  20  15000  200  15000  20  40000  200  40000  20  41000  200  41000  10  42000  100  42000  30  43000  300  43000  20  44000  200  44000  20  45000  200  45000  30  46000  300  46000  20  47000  200  47000  30  48000  300  48000  30  49000  300  49000  10  50000  100  50000  10  51000  100  51000  30  52000  300  52000  10  53000  100  53000  10 54000 100 54000 Utilization = 3.89% Utilization = 20.900% 2000  25000  5000  25000  1000  40000  3000  50000  5000  50000  8000  59000  9000  80000  2000  80000  5000  100000  3000  200000  1000  200000  1000  200000  3000  200000  1000  1000000  1000 1000000 Utilization 83.01% Table 4 : Avionics Task Set (in usecs) Table 4 as an example. The avionics set is representative of a mission control application. It contains both periodic and aperiodic tasks; however, we will only consider the periodic tasks here. Interestingly, the avionics task set in [22] species a periodic timer task with execution time of 51 usecs. We exclude that task and instead rely on the timer implementation to account for the timer overhead. overhead of the kernel scheduler is taken into account. For each of these implementations, the avionics task set was scaled down, corresponding to a fractional scaling factor , to generate U*. Figure 8 shows a graph of breakdown utilization for the avionics task set versus dierent timer rates. From this graph we see three important features. On the right side of the graph there is a sharp linear decrease in U* due to the timer blocking eect. This is a result of Corollary 1, which provides an upper bound to the timer rate due to blocking. As the timer resolution gets larger, if the timer blocking term aects the highest priority task, then any further increase in the timer will cause a direct linear reduction in the scaling factor applied to C 1 (and every C i ), and thus a direct linear decrease in U*. On the left side of the graph, we see a similar sharp drop in U*. This is due to a sharp increase in the timer overhead as the timer gets small. Finally, in between the two edges, we see a rough plateau of utilization values. In this region the breakdown utilization changes as a function of both the timer blocking eect and the timer overhead eect. The timer rate that has the highest U* is considered the optimal rate.
The details of this graph are best understood by examination of Figure 9 . This graph plots 5 curves. The top curve is the ideal breakdown utilization, without any overhead or blocking, and is necessarily constant for all timer values. The curve immediately below shows the U* found when only the overhead of preemption (context switching) is included. This shows that the preemption overhead accounts for roughly a 10% decrease in the utilization. Next, consider the curve representing the U* found from the timer overhead, which also includes the preemption overhead, which drops sharply on the left edge of the shown by the utilization of the Timer Overhead curve in Figure 9 . An upper bound is guaranteed when C timer = T tic ; this intuitively means that the entire time between time tics is spent processing the timer interrupt handling code. The blocking curve on the far right decreases linearly due to the resolution of the timer. Its slope is much sharper to the right of 19000 usecs than to the left of it. To the right, the highest priority task dominates the breakdown utilization, in the sense that it is the task with the least slack time that limits the scaling of the entire task set. Therefore, any increase in the timer blocking term requires a direct scaling down of C 1 . To the left of that point, a lower priority task dominates U*, and the slope is noticeably more gradual than to the right of that point. This is because of the summation of equation (1), in that the entire task set must be scaled less in this range to make the dominant lower priority task schedulable.
The composite curve combines all the terms of the timerdriven scheduling equation for the avionics task set, which matches Figure 8 . . This curve shows the optimal timer resolution. By comparison, [23] species a 1 msec timer, which would place the avionics task set close to the left edge of the curve. A 1 msec timer yields a breakdown utilization of 64:3%, while we nd the optimal rate for this set to be approximately 4 msecs, which yields a U* of 74:5%, a 10% dierence in utilization.
We note that the composite curve varies due to the combination of timer blocking and overhead terms, and due to the preemption overhead. It can be dominated by any task in a task set, and at any scheduling point for each task. It will be discontinuous, in part due to the step function that results from the timer overhead ceiling function, and in part because the dominant task can change. Therefore, the only way to nd the optimal point is to check 
The structure of this curve is more dramatically illustrated by the Inertial Navigation System (INS) task set [24] , which is shown in Table 6 and scaled to its breakdown utilization in Table 7 . We again scaled the task to its breakdown utilization for a range of timer values for timerdriven scheduling. The result of this is shown in Figure 10 , Execution Time Period  1180  2500  4280  40000  10280  62500  20280  1000000  100280  1000000  25000  1250000  Utilization 88.40% Table 6 : INS Task Set which again shows the composite breakdown utilization, as well as the U* found from each of the component terms in the timer-driven equation. The INS task set has a high frequency, high utilization task that runs every 2.5 msecs. This task directly feels the eects of blocking and overhead. Therefore the graph of U* shows pronounced variations due to the timer overhead ceiling function. Specically, at time 1250 and 833, which are 1 2 and 1 3 of the period of the highest frequency task, there are jumps where the ceiling function changes values. Note, though, that the other curves do not show this eect. This is because the composite curve is dominating by the highest priority task, while the timer overhead curve is dominated by the lowest priority task. This emphasizes the point that the net eects of the overhead and blocking terms are complex, and the only way to properly nd the optimal timer point is to iterate the timer-driven equations over the entire task set. Figure 11 shows a comparison of the timer-driven imple- mentation to the timer-driven (counter) implementation for the avionics task set. We use this graph to illustrate the benets of the counter optimization. The graph shows that the benet may be small, depending on the size of the scheduling overhead. For the avionics task set at the optimal timer value there is no dierence in the breakdown utilization. The greatest improvement is seen for small timer values, because this increases the number of times the scheduling code is run. This shows that the intuitive gain from adding the counter may not be as large as expected. Kernel designers need to carefully weigh the tradeo of increased code and kernel space complexity.
IV. Conclusions
Scheduling theory holds great promise as a means to a priori validate timing correctness of real-time applications. However, there currently exists a wide gap between scheduling theory and its implementation in operating system kernels running on specic hardware platforms. The implementation of any particular scheduling algorithm introduces overhead and blocking components which must be accounted for in any timing correctness validation process. This paper presented a methodology for incorporating the costs of hardware/software implementation constraints within the context of xed priority scheduling algorithms.
We developed scheduling models for four generic scheduler implementations that represent the spectrum of implementations found in real-time kernels. Both event-and timer-driven scheduling implementations were analyzed. Scheduling models were created for both preemptable and non- preemptable kernels. Breakdown utilization was used as the primary gure of merit. We developed upper and lower bounds for the timer interrupt rate. We dened the optimal timer rate to be the rate that maximizes breakdown utilization for a task set. Using randomly generated periodic task sets, we found implementation costs degraded task set schedulability signicantly from the ideal. The degradation is especially apparent for large task sets, and can in fact render a task set that has an ideal breakdown utilization of over 90% un-schedulable. We then evaluated two specic real-time task sets corresponding to avionics and inertial navigation applications. For the avionics task set, implementation constraints degraded schedulable utilization by 13% for the event-driven and 17% for timer-driven implementations. For the inertial navigation task set, the schedulable utilization was degraded by 18% for the event-driven implementations and 44% for the timer-driven implementations. This latter case in particular points to the need to carefully consider implementation costs in any scheduling analysis.
The analysis of this paper illustrated a basic tradeo between overhead and blocking that will be prevalent throughout the kernel. In general, as we allow more blocking the overhead is reduced; similarly we can reduce the blocking, but at a cost of additional overhead. Finer grained preemption increases the kernel storage requirements (overhead) and the complexity of the kernel. By allowing some blocking, as we do in the timer driven examples, we increase the breakdown utilization.
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